R E T A I L
D E S I G N

HOUSEHOLD

We are expert consultants
in the design of suitable
commercial spaces.
We are a multidisciplinary team
offering a comprehensive service
in retail design. We are there every
step of the manufacturing cycle,
from raw materials to the installation
of structures and display stands.
From concept to reality.

Aesthetic functionality.
Modular and creative:
isn’t this easy?
The perfection of a retail design furnishing system is reached within a tuned balance between
functionality and aesthetic.
The combination of structural elements and
accessories allows to create modular compositions, that use at the maximum extent the
display potential in household sector.
The use of sought-after colours and of quality
materials gives the final touch to a product’s
series of great intrinsic value.

Practical and
modular slat
panels
Comunication
element’s supports
to enhance the
graphics

Elegant and
minimalistic
glass shelves
The wide variety of finishes and colours
allows the creation of aesthetically perfect
compositions in every situation

Communication solutions
useful and attractive

The dividers confer
rhythm and order to
the display

Wall elements
modular and
customizable
Quality material and finishes,
great aesthetic impact

Possibility to create
standalone elements
that enhance the
environment’s design

Modular elements giving
continuity to the display

Blisters give an intuitive
and well-ordained
product’s positioning

Minimalistic and
practical cabinets

Self-standing fixtures that
complete the furniture set and
increase the display possibilities

Shelves with light enhance
the visual merchandising
and the environment

Functional aesthetics.
Created by our experience.
Its structure as well as its accessories are the
result of a refined design effort, aimed at giving
extra value to the product and the display.
The well-ordained elegance of its compositions
is easily approached by the client, yet it preserves a great functionality and adjustability, as
the operator needs.
The refined nature of every detail puts into
evidence the peculiarities of a product of Italian
excellence, born from our experience and from
the passion that characterises us since over
45 years.
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WE BRING YOUR IDEAS TO LIFE.
WE OPTIMIZE YOUR SALES.

